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1. The Big Idea

If a city is out of compliance w/ Housing Element Law, it forfeits authority to use zoning or general plan to deny affordable projects (20% low-income or 100% moderate) or impose conditions that render project “infeasible.”
1.1 Permissible grounds for denial

Per GC 65589.5(d), to deny an affordable project or “condition approval in a manner that renders the ... project infeasible for development for the use of very low, low-, or moderate-income households,” a city must make **written findings** supported by **preponderance of** evidence in record that:

1. City is in compliance with Housing Element Law & has met its affordable-housing target (“RHNA”)
2. Project violates written, objective health/safety standard that was in effect when application was deemed complete
3. Denial is required to comply w/ “specific state or federal law”
4. Project site is “zoned for agriculture or resource preservation” or lacks “adequate water or wastewater facilities”
5. Project is inconsistent with zoning / GP and city is in compliance with Housing Element Law
2. Origins

Business & nonprofit alliance, circa 1990.
2.1 There were big hopes & dreams...

Bill to Force Cities to Build Low-Income Housing Gets OK

By Vlue Kershner
Chronicle Sacramento Bureau

Sacramento

A powerful bill designed to bludgeon exclusive suburban communities into accepting low-income housing projects sailed through a major Assembly committee test yesterday on its way to becoming one of the biggest legislative surprises of the current session.

Under the measure, local communities that are not building their state-mandated ‘fair share’ of low-income housing units could be forced to approve less costly housing presented to them by developers, even if it is inconsistent with zoning rules or general plans.

By a 15-to-3 vote, the Ways and Means Committee sent the bill to the Assembly floor, where passage appears likely, lobbyists said. It has already been approved by the Senate. Governor Deukmejian has not stated his views on the measure.

The bill, by Senator Leroy Greene, D-Carmichael, is supported by an odd coalition of liberal housing advocates and conservative business groups who agree that the state needs more affordable housing.

It is especially aimed at 110 communities statewide — including 18 in the Bay Area — that proponents say have built no lower income housing in recent years.

“It’s an anti-NIMBY bill,” said Thomas Cook of the Bay Area Council, a proponent of the measure, referring to the acronym for the “not-in-my-back-yard” syndrome, in which local residents almost reflexively oppose projects such as high-density housing that they believe jeopardize tranquility and property values.

The bill could force city councils to accept high-density developments in the middle of single-family residential areas. But Cook said it probably would never get that far because cities threatened with losing local zoning control would quickly get serious about meeting their low-income housing targets.

“Anthenon’s share is 24 units — they could easily do it without using more than 30 percent of their incomes.

The bill would not guarantee that developers would propose projects in an area. For example, officials in Moraga — which the report said has built only 6 percent of its low-income housing target — insist they have been unable to persuade developers to build the projects because high land values make low-income housing an unattractive investment.

But Cook said the threat of loss of control will make town officials promote the projects more actively. In Moraga’s case, he said, the bill’s passage could mean secondary apartments in the downtown commercial area.

The legislation is opposed by some Republicans, who say it is wrong to take away local control.

“The bill doesn’t let cities and counties have much to say about what kind of housing they have in their communities and where they’re going to have it,” said Assemblyman Bill Baker, R-Danville.

“Local governments should be the ones who decide what they want to do, not the state of California.”
2.2 And fears.

STATE LAW WILL IMPOSE THIS ON BURLINGAME IF WE DON'T TAKE ACTION

Bill to Force Cities to Build Low-Income Housing Gets OK

Sacramento

A powerful bill designed to build new exclusive suburban communities into existing low-income housing projects sailed through a major Assembly committee yesterday on its way to becoming part of the Senate's final tally. It's well overdue in the capital's schedule.

Under the measure, large communities that are not meeting their state mandated share of low-income housing units must be forced to approve high-density housing proposals on their own terms, even if it means they lose points for general plans.

* * *

is especially aimed at 118 communities statewide — including 18 in the Bay Area — that present no plan built-in low-income housing in recent years.

* * *

The bill could force city councils to approve high-density development in the middle of suburban neighborhoods. But it's also about the wide poor or underprivileged communities with large urban areas and the potential for higher density in these areas.

"The city could do it because the character of the town is by doing a small multi-family project downtown or allowing second units in the back of lots," Cost said.

The 18 Bay Area communities cited by the California Coalition for Rural Housing as building no low-income units in the 1980-89 period are Albany, Alhambra, Alameda, Mountain View, San Jose, San Francisco, San Bruno, San Mateo, San Carlos, and San Mateo.

The above excerpts are from the San Francisco Chronicle 8/24/90 p.A1.

Dear Burlingame Resident,

I fought California Senate Bill 1111 but it became law in 1990. One of my reasons for opposing is to draw attention to the fact this law could have on Burlingame's citizens. Will you contact state legislators and ask them to overturn or modify it. Currently it could have a Draconian effect on California cities and towns. To forestall any construction of low-income buildings in our residential neighborhoods, Burlingame needs to update the Housing Element in the General Plan as both San Mateo and Hillsborough are now doing. It won't be easy but it need to do it.

There are arguments cities can make to fight low-cost housing developments in court, such as citing health and safety codes, but the outcome depends on individual judges. Should the issue be brought to court, it would be in Burlingame's favor to be in the process of updating the Housing Element. If the city loses in court, a developer could conceivably build a high-rise building in the middle of a R1 neighborhood, ignoring setbacks and zoning requirements. I don't believe we should gamble with Burlingame's beauty.

If elected to the Burlingame City Council, I will work to overturn this law at the League of Cities Convention and work to preserve our neighborhoods.

Sincerely,

P.S. I really need your help! It's been a long time since I retired from the City Council when I decided not to run for a second term. Many in Burlingame don't know how hard I fought to prevent several R1 neighborhoods from being rezoned for apartments.

Yes, I will help Dorothy Cusick to get elected to the City Council so she can work to preserve Burlingame's neighborhoods.

Enclosed is a contribution. (It doesn't have to be large to be greatly appreciated.)

You may use my name as an endorsement ________ I will give a coffee.

I will help distribute flyers to friends and neighbors.

Name: __________________________

Address: ________________________

Phone: __________________________ Please send to: Dorothy Cusick Campaign

P.O. Box 117486

Burlingame, CA 94011
Albany Steamrolls Region’s First SB2011 Challenge

Last year, Governor Deukmejian signed Senate Bill 2011, designed to provide a better enforcement mechanism for housing element law. But the bill’s effectiveness has been called into question after an unsuccessful attempt to use it in the city of Albany.

A homeowner applied to the City Council last year to legalize an existing second unit. But the city’s zoning ordinance has a voter-established requirement for at least two off-street parking spaces per new unit. Unable to provide the extra parking, the homeowner failed to win approval. The homeowner then applied to the city’s planning director for legalization under SB 2011, which provides that a local jurisdiction without a legal housing element may not deny an affordable housing project. Albany’s housing element is obsolete.

A city may, however, make a finding under SB 2011, “based on substantial evidence,” that “the development project as proposed would have a specific, adverse impact upon the public health or safety.” The planning director found that the second unit would have adverse impacts on the public health and safety by increasing the potential for residents to park on the street... Cumulatively, similar waivers of parking requirements would have adverse impacts elsewhere.” The frustrated homeowner has decided not to appeal.
3.2 People gave up or forgot about it

CA housing folks: Why haven't builders exploited the state law exempting 20%-affordable projects from zoning / plan in cities that don't accommodate enough? @YIMBY_Law @hanlonbt @anniefryman @CAHousingPod @michaeldlane @ProfSchleich @RickHills2 @kookie13 @kimmaicutler 1/17
3.3 But the playing field has changed

- Stronger **housing element requirements**: SB 828 (RHNAs), AB 1397 (sites), AB 686 (AFFH)
- **High-level political commitment** to making housing element process work
- HAA remade as **super-statute**: AB 1515 (”reasonable person”), SB 167 (deemed to comply, atty fees);
- New ministerial approval pathways (SB 35, AB 2011)
- SB 330 “preliminary application” vesting rule
3.3 But the playing field has changed

Chris Elmendorf @CSElmendorf · Oct 5

Big builders-remedy news out of Santa Monica:

@California_HCD weighs in on proposed project, says that developer's filing of "preliminary application" while city is out of compliance with housing element law "vests" the project's eligibility for builder's remedy. 1/8
4. Complications

- CEQA
- Is city really noncompliant?
- Internal tensions
- Possible implied density limit
S.F. helped gut state’s housing laws

By Chris Elmore

For the past several years, California legislators have worked feverishly to tighten the screws on cities that arbitrarily deny housing projects. Last week, however, a state court gave cities a massive escape hatch, allowing them to delay projects as long as they want and no matter how ludicrous their reasons.

At issue was the infamous 460 Stevenson St. project, "the poster child for the insanity" that is San Francisco housing politics. The developer seeks to replace a valet parking lot with 300 homes, many affordable, just one block from a BART station and in a priority development area as identified by the region's climate plan.

After the project was approved, a neighborhood gadfly appealed its environmental study to the Board of Supervisors, which then decided it had to be redone. The appellants publicly trumpeted their intention to squeeze the developer into downscaling the project and "downsizing" a portion of the site to the city. Supervisors made clear they did not intend to approve the project unless the developer worked out a deal. They justified this by demanding more analysis of possible gentrification impacts in the environmental report, but gentrification is not an environmental impact within the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act, known as CEQA.

In response, San Francisco's housing enforcement team launched an
4.2 Is city really noncompliant?

- Just because HCD found a city’s housing element noncompliant doesn’t mean courts will agree.

- Old cases say that a housing element complies as a matter of law if city checked all the statutory boxes, regardless of the housing element’s “merits” or HCD’s determination of noncompliance. E.g., *Fonseca v. City of Gilroy* (2008), 148 Cal.App.4th 1174.

- Are these cases still good law? I’ve argued they’re not, but the Legislature hasn’t addressed it squarely.
“[N]othing in this section shall be construed to prohibit a local agency from requiring the housing development project to comply with objective, quantifiable, written development standards, conditions, and policies appropriate to, and consistent with, meeting the jurisdiction’s share of the regional housing need pursuant to Section 65584. However, the development standards, conditions, and policies shall be applied to facilitate and accommodate development at the density permitted on the site and proposed by the development.” Gov’t Code 65589.5(f)(1).

• How is a court (or anyone else) supposed to figure out whether a “development standard” is consistent with RHNA?

• How can an *objective* standard be applied to “facilitate” different densities?

• Does this provision even apply if city lacks compliant housing element?
4.4 Implied limits on density?

- The HAA says nothing about limits on size or density of builder’s remedy projects.
- But HAA is codified as part of housing element article of Gov’t Code, and Housing Element Law was enacted together with Least Cost Zoning Law, which states...
- “Nothing in this section shall be construed to require a city ... in which less than 5 percent of the total land area is undeveloped to zone a site within an urbanized area ... for residential uses at densities that exceed those on adjoining residential parcels by 100 percent.”